Delta Group, founded by Mr. Bruce C.H. Cheng in 1971, is the global leader
in power and thermal management solutions. Our mission statement, “To provide innovative, clean
and energy-efficient solutions for a better tomorrow,” focuses our role in addressing key
environmental issues such as global climate change. With our concern for the environment, we
continue to develop innovative energy efficient products and solutions. We realize the more
energy efficient Delta’s products become, the greater our impact on reducing global warming.
In recent years Delta has transformed from a product provider toward a solution provider and our
businesses now encompass power electronics, energy management, and smart green life. Delta’s
brand promise “Smarter. Greener. Together. ”encourages the development and broad application
of smart, energy-efficient solutions. At Delta we believe that technology and collaboration can lead
to a cleaner, greener tomorrow.
Delta is devoted to innovation and systematically developing new products and technologies,
particularly those that are high efficiency and energy saving, and invests over 5% to 6% of our
groups’ annual sales revenue in R&D. We have worldwide R&D facilities in Taiwan, China,
Thailand, Japan, the U.S., and Europe. Our national honors for innovation include the Taiwan
National Industry Innovation Award (2008 and 2012) and the Thailand Prime Minister’s Industry
Award (1995, 2010, 2011, and 2012).
Throughout Delta Group's history we have received many global awards and recognition for our
business, technology, and corporate social responsibility. In 2012 Delta was selected for two of the
prestigious Dow Jones Sustainability Indexes — the DJSI World Index and the DJSI Asia/ Pacific
Index—for the 2nd consecutive year. Delta was also ranked first among the 29 leading companies
in the Electronic Equipment sector and named as "Sector Leader" for the first time. Since 2010,
Delta has received 47 internationally recognized design awards including the iF, Reddot, CES
Innovation, Computex Best Choice, and Taiwan Excellence awards.
Delta will continue its dedication to developing technologies and solutions that aim to reduce
global warming and ensure mankind’s sustainable future.
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In recent years Delta has transformed from a product provider toward a solution provider and our
businesses now encompass power electronics, energy management, and smart green life. Delta’s
brand promise “Smarter. Greener. Together. ”encourages the development and broad application
of smart, energy-efficient solutions. At Delta we believe that technology and collaboration can lead
to a cleaner, greener tomorrow.

2013
Delta Receives 1st Place for both Overall Performance and Environmental Protection at
Global Views Magazine's CSR Awards
Delta Rated in China’s Top 100 Green Companies 2013 and as a Top 10 Private Enterprise

2012
Named as a Taiwan Top 20 Global Brand for 2 consecutive years
Listed in Dow Jones' Sustainability World and Asia/Pacific Indexes for 2 consecutive years
Named as the "Sector Leader" in the DJSI electronic equipment sector
Received the Taiwan National Industry Innovation Award

2011

Achieved US$7 billion Revenue
Receives BSI's First "Product Carbon Footprint" Certificate for Adaptors

2008

Listed as a Global Top 100 Low-Carbon Pioneer by CNBC European Business Magazine

2007

Honored with Forbes Asia's Fabulous 50 Award
Provided world's first company-wide Green Map with recognition from Green Map System

2003

Acquired ASCOM Energy Systems, an organization with expertise in power supply with a history
of
over 100 years

1992

Inauguration of the first Plant (Dongguan) in China

1988

Listed on the TW stock exchange (code 2308)
Mass production of brushless DC fans

1983

Mass production of switching power supplies

1971

Established

